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§1. Introduction

intro1

Quantum Mechanics (QM)

fundamental equation

time dependent Schrödinger eq.

time independent Schrödinger eq.

probability interpretation, Hilbert space, etc.

: Schrödinger equation

ordinary QM

 Schrödinger eq. : differential equation

: Hamiltonian  hermitian op.  unitary time evolution



intro2

existence of fundamental length

actual material

may cause the following modification:

Anyway, let us consider the quantum mechanical systems 

whose Schrödinger equation is a difference equation.

 Discrete Quantum Mechanics (dQM)

Schrödinger eq. becomes a difference equation.

quantum gravity, superstring

Framework (wave function, probability interpretation, Hilbert space, etc) is 

same as ordinary QM.

In this talk we consider one degrees of freedom case only.

Time variable is continuous.

Space variable is continuous or discrete.



intro3

We take a specific form of the Hamiltonian.

 one particle case of Ruijsenaars-Schneider-van Diejen

(RSvD) systems

deformation of Calogero-Sutherland-Moser

(CSM) systems

various interesting properties

relation to Virasoro, WN algebras and their deformation(DVA, DWA)

zeros of ortho. poly. described by the same ortho. poly.

n-particle CM   vs   corresponding 1-particle QM

equilibrium positions eigenfunctions

CSM  Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi

RSvD  Meixner-Pollaczek, continuous Hahn,

continuous dual Hahn, Wilson, Askey-Wilson

equilibrium positions of n-particle classical mechanics

vs eigenfunctions of 1-partcle quantum mechanics

Askey scheme

paper 1-7

Awata-Kubo-O-Shiraishi(1995-1996)



・framework : same as ordinary quantum mechanics

2-1

・Hamiltonian :

ordinary QM  (2nd order) differential operator

discrete QM  (2nd order (analytic)) difference operator

1 degrees of freedom: 

・Schrödinger equation :

ordinary QM  (2nd order) differential equation

discrete QM  (2nd order (analytic)) difference equation

§2. Discrete quantum mechanics

dynamical variable  coordinate x (real, continuous or discrete)

and momentum 
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・shift operator :

・inner product :

・＊-operation :

x : on lattice points

wavefunction : analytic function of x

: real or pure imaginary
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Form of Hamiltonian

imaginary shifts case:  one particle case of RSvD system

real shifts case:  tridiagonal real symmetric matrix

(Jacobi matrix)

non-degenerate eigenvalues

in more detailshould be Hermitian.
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・exactly solvable :

Schrödinger picture

Solvable examples

Imaginary shift cases (continuous x)

real shift cases (discrete x)

 Ex.

 Ex.

(q-)Askey-scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials

the entire energy spectrum       and the corresponding 

eigenvectors       are known explicitly.
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Examples

 OK

(1)

(2)

(3)

imaginary shift cases (continuous x)

・Hemiticity of (for       in the next slide)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

・excited states

・spectrum

・ground state

(1)

(2)

(3)

orthogonal polynomial of 
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(1) continuous Hahn poly.   deformation of  Hermite poly.

(2) Wilson poly.                   deformation of Laguerre poly.

(3) Askey-Wilson poly.       deformation of Jacobi poly.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(q-)Askey-scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials

・orthogonal polynomial

back
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Examples

(1)

(2)

(3)

real shift cases (discrete x)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

・excited states

・spectrum

・ground state

(1)

(2)

(3)

orthogonal polynomial of 
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(1) Hahn polynomial 

(2) Racah polynomial

(3) q-Racah polynomial

(1)

(2)

(3)

(q-)Askey-scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials

・orthogonal polynomial

back



Hermiti

city

back

(ordinary) QM system

‛discrete‟ QM system

: Hermite

Formally

Precisely, we have to show

inner product :

Hermiticity of       

For arbitrary          

For good           Choice of        is also important.



non-degenerate eigenvalue

crum-1

・Hamiltonian :



・Schrödinger equation :

„oscillation theorem‟



§2-1. Crum‟s theorem

(ordinary) QM

1 degrees of freedom

bound state 





choose constant term

Sturm-Liouville problem

can be chosen real.

has n zeros.

can be chosen positive. : prepotential



 describes the relationship between the original and

the associated Hamiltonian systems, which are iso-spectral

except for the lowest energy state.

 construction of a family of iso-spectral Hamiltonians

crum-2

・ground state :

・factorization :

(1955)Crum’s theorem

・first step :



original system





crum-3

・repeat this step :



 iso-spectral

Darboux transformation :

(except for the groundstate)



crum-4





crum-5

・expressions in terms of the determinant :



Wronskian





crum-6

・Hamiltonian :

・Schrödinger equation :

discrete QM

・ground state :

・factorization :

imaginary shift cases (continuous x)



・assumption : (we do not have „oscillation theorem‟.)



Assume non-degeneracy : 

Assume that           has no node.

can be chosen positive for real x.

paper 16



crum-7

・first step :



original system







iso-spectral (except for the groundstate)

We want to rewrite the associated Hamiltonian in the following way:
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・repeat this step :







crum-9

・expressions in terms of the determinant :



deformation of Wronskian (Casorati determinant)





§3. Mechanisms for solvability

3-1

・known mechanisms for exact solvability :

(1) shape invariance (2) closure relation

Each property is a sufficient condition for exact solvability.

(1): applicable to ordinary QM and discrete QM.

(2): applicable to ordinary QM and discrete QM

and classical mechanics.

・exactly solvable :

the entire energy spectrum       and the corresponding 

eigenvectors       are known explicitly.

Schrödinger picture

(1): Schrödinger picture (2): Heisenberg picture

By using (1) or (2), eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are 

obtained without solving Schrödinger equation explicitly.
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(1) shape invariance

factorization :

shape invariance condition :





combine with Crum‟s theorem :

Hamiltonian may contain some parameter(s),                        .

paper 4,5,7,14,15Infeld-Hull (1951), …..

factorization method, SUSY QM
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Spectrum and eigenfuntions are determind.



They are explicitly expressed in terms of          and             .   
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(2) closure relation

Spectrum and eigenfunctions are obtained.

its positive/negative frequency parts







: sinusoidal coordinate

exact Heisenberg operator solution for 

annihilation-creation operators

polynomial of

degree n in 

paper 8,9,14,15

cf. Nieto-Simmons(1978-79)

classical mechanics version :

 : sinusoidal motion
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Heisenberg picture





can be calculated.

Heisenberg operator

can be calculated exactly.

matrix element

three t-dependent terms 
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 : orthogonal polynomial

 3 term recurrence



・assumption :



For ordinary QM, 

this assumption can be derived 

from closure relation.




 creation-annihilation operators

polynomial of

degree n in 

Starting from              ,      

is determined.
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annihilation-creation operators

QM

Examples

dQM

positive/negative frequency parts of the 

exact Heisenberg operator solution for 

action on



(A1 Calogero system, 

harmonic oscillator with the centrifugal barrier)

QM1-1

classical level closure relation



quantum level closure relation



Ex.1: x2+1/x2 potential



energy spectrum

QM1-2



annihilation-creation operators

algebra

coherent state

AOCS for

back



dQM5-1

classical level closure relation

Ex.5: Askey-Wilson polynomial



dQM5-2

quantum level closure relation



energy spectrum





AOCS for       :

dQM5-3

annihilation-creation operators

coherent state

back



§4. (Quasi-)Exactly solvable dQM

based on sinusoidal coordinate

4-1

§4-1. Hamiltonian and strategy

・Hamiltonian :

imaginary shifts (continuous x)

real shifts (discrete x)

・ground state :

・factorization :



paper 17
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・similarity transformation :

・strategy :

  exactly solvable (ES)





quasi-exactly solvable (QES)
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§4-2. sinusoidal coordinate

・sinusoidal coordinate :

・ gn
(k) :





closure 

relation
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For example

[n] :

can be written down explicitly.
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§4-3. potential functions

L : natural number

・independent parameters :

・potential functions :
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§4-4.     on the polynomial space

・action of     on         :
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for example



 : ES

: not ES but …

: 

・matrix elements of      in the basis                     :
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・eigenvalue :

: exactly solvable

: upper triangular matrix

 Eigenvalues and eigenpolynomials are easily obtained.

・eigenpolynomial :

independent parameters :

§4-5. exactly solvable     
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§4-5-1. closure relation

・closure relation :

or

Closure relation holds for L=2 :
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§4-5-2. dual closure relation

・dual closure relation :

or

Dual closure relation holds for arbitrary L :

For L=2 :

not (directly) 

related to exact 

solvability
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§4-5-3. Askey-Wilson algebra

・Askey-Wilson algebra :
several versions

Zhedanov(1992)

Granovskii-Lutzenko-Zhedanov(1992), Vinet-Zhedanov(2008)

Terwilliger-Vidunas(2003)

・relation to (dual)closure relation :
closure relation

dual closure relation
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・Casimir operator :

(closure relation) + (dual closure relation) have 

the same form as the Askey-Wilson algebra.

correspondence :





Granovskii-Lutzenko-Zhedanov(1992)
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・Comment :



It is the Hamiltonian and the annihilation-creation 

operators that form the dynamical symmetry algebra of 

the system, not the closure or dual-closure relations, 

nor the Askey-Wilson algebra.

real shifts case (discrete x) :

duality

closure and dual closure relations are on an equal footing.

imaginary shifts case (continuous x) :

continuous x vs discrete n  no duality

 dual closure relation does not play an important role.

ex. q-Racah poly.

ex. Askey-Wilson poly.
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§4-5-4. shape invariance

・shape invariance :

Shape invariance holds for L=2 :

assumption :
imaginary shifts case (continuous x) :
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Shape invariance holds for L=2 :

real shifts case (discrete x) :

finite number case :
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§4-6. quasi-exactly solvable     
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QES

QES

 no solutions for above eq.non-QES
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§4-7. (quasi-)exactly solvable Hamiltonian





imaginary shifts case (continuous x) :

real shifts case (discrete x) :





: groundstate

: pseudo-groundstate

・explicit form of          :

no general formula for expressing            in terms of           



§5. Summary and comments

5-1

・(Q)ES systems based on sinusoidal coordinate :

&

exactly solvable examples

・discrete quantum mechanics :

Schrödinger equation is a difference equation.

Askey-Wilson polynomial

potential functions

imaginary shifts case (continuous x) real shifts case (discrete x)

q-Racha polynomial

(q-)Askey-scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials 

sinusoidal coordinate

paper 4,5,14,15

paper 17
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・Concrete examples :

exactly solvable

quasi-exactly solvable



closure relation shape invariance&



+ dual closure relation Askey-Wilson algebra

continuous x : For example

paper 18

 by construction
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discrete x : classified five types

(pseudo-)groundstate (for continuous x) :

 (Euler) gamma function


q-gamma function

(q-Pochhammer symbol)


double gamma function

(quantum dilogarithm function)

infinite

infinite

finite

is expressed in terms of „gamma functions‟.
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・Crum’s theorem :

discrete QM version

(1994)Adler‟s theorem :

discrete QM version

paper 16

generalization of Crum‟s theorem

paper 19
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Virasoro

alg. 

DVA

DWA  

Jack

polynomial

Macdonald

polynomial

q-deformation

free fieldrealization

Ruijsenaars-

Schneider

system

q-deformation !!

deformed Virasoro algebra (DVA)

deformed        algebras (DWA)

back

NW

NW
singular vector

singular vector

free field realization

Calogero-

Sutherland

system

deformation

Shiraishi-Kubo-Awata-Odake q-alg/9507034 Lett.Math.Phys.38(1996)33   
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DVA


